
 
Opportunities to Build Cultural Competence 

                               May 2020 
Once again, opportunities for the month of May will be in the form of articles, videos, and books.  These links can be 
used to virtual explore and expand your own personal framework for seeing the world.  Remember, reflection is key—
notice how you feel as you read/watch, does this information challenge what you previously thought, how does this 
information impact your work with children and families.  One reflective practice is to journal after each experience:  I 
use to think ______________________, but after reading/viewing __________________, I now understand/think 
_________________________________.  This impacts my work in early childhood by ______________________. 

 
Videos, Articles and books to check out:  
50 Years of Racism—why silence is not the answer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r9DDE7NV1Nw 
 
Systemic Racism Explained: https://www.facebook.com/153418591515382/posts/1033103023546930/?vh=e&d=n 
 
Now is the perfect time for white teachers to do the work of anti-racism: https://educationpost.org/now-is-the-
perfect-time-for-white-teachers-to-do-the-work-of-anti-
racism/?utm_source=Education+Post+Mailing+List&utm_campaign=7b94137ffc-
Weekly_Newsletter_091517_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_1b7a185fca-7b94137ffc-266636421 
  
We all have implicit biases.  So, what can we do about it?  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kKHSJHkPeLY  
 
Implicit Bias, Peanut Butter and Jelly and Racism: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1JVN2qWSJF4 
 
Bolstering Connection between, children, teachers and communities: https://www.wkkf.org/news-and-
media/article/2019/07/bolstering-connections-between-children-teachers-and-communities 
 
Let’s Talk About It!, from Teaching Tolerance: https://www.tolerance.org/magazine/spring-2020/lets-talk-about-
it?utm_source=Teaching+Tolerance&utm_campaign=f0b7d14570-Newsletter+4-7-
2020&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_a8cea027c3-f0b7d14570-97505071 
 
Message to White Allies from a Black Anti-Racism Expert: You’re Doing it Wrong (To clarify, this article is focused 
specifically on what white anti-racism allies should do to become agents of transformation in all-white one-on-one or 
small group conversations):  https://medium.com/progressively-speaking/message-to-white-allies-from-a-black-racial-
dialogue-expert-youre-doing-it-wrong-39c09b3908a5 
 
They Deserve Better, from Teaching Tolerance: https://www.tolerance.org/magazine/spring-2020/they-deserve-
better?utm_source=Teaching+Tolerance&utm_campaign=f0b7d14570-Newsletter+4-7-
2020&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_a8cea027c3-f0b7d14570-97505071 
 
Notice what media source you get your information from; what we listen to and what we read, develops our 
framework from which we see the world.  Can you change the channel or read news from a different source, one day 
per week, to get a perspective different from your own?  
 

Children’s Book: The Day You Begin by Jacqueline Woodson, another treasure by Jacqueline Woodson about finding 

courage to connect, even when you feel scared and alone.  This book belongs in every classroom. Here is the link to a re-
aloud: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-XUkWoRpeR4 
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